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Tabletting is an important unit operation in the pharmaceutical industry. Understanding 

the basic physics of tablet compression in relation to the tooling design will greatly enhance the 
ability to compress quality tablets more efficiently and provide better knowledge to trouble shoot 
pitfalls of a tabletting program. This study aims to investigate the influence of tabletting punch 
head design, in relation to compression roller size, on compression parameters and the 
resultant tablet mechanical properties. Tablets were prepared using tabletting punches with 
different head flat and head radius profiles on a rotary tablet press using compression rollers of 
different diameters. Results suggested that head flat diameter is a more influential design factor 
in impacting the compression process than the head radius which affected the compression 
parameters marginally. The presence of a flat head top was found to be crucial as tablets 
produced using the punches with a flat head profile consistently displayed better mechanical 
quality than tablets prepared using punches that lacked a head flat. Lengthening of the head flat 
caused small increments in dwell time but was sufficient to cause significant improvement to the 
tablet mechanical quality as prolongation of dwell time allowed plasticity to increase via stress 
relaxation leading to more energy utilization in bond formation. However, the benefit of head flat 
extension was found to decrease under tabletting conditions that led to high elasticity in the 
tablet system. Compression roller size was also found to significantly impact tablet quality. 
Tablet mechanical quality deteriorated with the use of the smaller compression roller which 
facilitated the development of high elastic energy in the compacts, caused by the higher strain 
rate during the consolidation phase. The findings could be useful for tablet and compression 
tooling manufacturers to make processing and designing considerations for a successful 
tabletting program. 
 


